Law and Religion Conference
8th / 9th October 2010
Law, Religion and Education

First Day: Friday 8th October

9h30: coffee and welcome by Prof. Luc Borot and Dr Myriam Hunter-Henin

I/ Religion and Education: key concepts
10h-11h30
Laïcité, Integration, Discrimination and Religious Freedom

Confirmed speakers: Prof. Luc Borot (MFO), Lorenzo Zucca (King’s College), Sylvie Langlaude (Belfast).

11h30: coffee

II/ Religion and Education: different models
12h-13h
The French, Turkish and Northern Irish Models

Confirmed speakers: Dr Blandine Chelini-Pont (Aix-en-Provence), Dr Kerem Altiparmak (Ankara), Prof. Christopher McCrudden (Lincoln College, Oxford)

13h00: Lunch

III/ Religion and Education: different models - Church and hybrid models
14h30-16h
The English & Welsh, German, Spanish and Italian Models

Confirmed speakers: Prof. Norman Doe (Cardiff), Prof. Heinrich de Wall (Erlangen), Dr Javier Oliva (Bangor), Prof. Marco Ventura (Siena)

16h:00 Tea
IV/ Defining Religious Beliefs in Educational Context Case Studies

Chair: Professor Norman Doe 16h30-18h

Confirmed speakers: Prof. Michael Freeman (UCL), Prof. Lucy Vickers (Oxford Brooks), Dr Arif Jamal (UCL), Maleiha Malik (King’s College)

18h00: Cocktail
19h30: Dinner

Second Day: Saturday 9th October

9h00: coffee and welcome

V/ Teaching Content: Case Studies

9h30-11h
Confirmed speakers: Peter Cumper (Leicester), Dr Alison Mawhinney (Belfast)

11h00: coffee

VI/ Religious Symbols: Case Studies

Chair: Dr Myriam Hunter-Henin 11h30-13h30

Confirmed speakers: Dr George Letsas (UCL), Dr Tobias Lock (UCL), Prof. Mark Hill QC (Cardiff), Dr Russell Sandberg (Cardiff), Prof. Raphaël Liogier (Sciences Po Aix)

13h30: lunch